The structures discovered recently in the background of Laue photographs show a striking dependence on temperature. After discussing theories sug gested by Raman and Nilakantan, and by Preston and Bragg, it is assumed that there can be no other explanation of this phenomenon than the effect of thermal vibrations, as first discussed by Debye. Although there is an extended literature on this subject, it seemed worth while to reconsider the problem. Formulae are derived representing the Laue spots and the background for any crystal as function of its structure and of temperature. These formulae are simplified by applying them to the case of the three cubic Bravais lattices; for the body centred lattices one obtains an expression for the position of the spots which is identical with that given by Bragg, but with an additional law expressing the dependence of intensity on temperature. Approximate formulae are developed for all three cubic Bravais lattices which describe the position, shape, and intensity of the 'extra spots' in the vicinity of Laue spots.
I n tr o d u c tio n
The general background of luminosity on Laue photographs is not structureless, as the theory of Debye (1914) predicts, but consists of more or less well-defined spots and streamers (Friedrich 1913; W adlund 1938; Preston 1939; Nilakantan 1940, 1941; Lonsdale et al. 1940 Lonsdale et al. , 1941 . These ' extra spots ' differ from the Laue spots chiefly by the fact th at they are not bound on definite positions of the crystal relative to the in cident (monochromatic) beam, but exist for a continuous range of angles, though with decreasing intensity for increasing distance from the Laue spots. A conspicuous feature of the spots is the decrease of intensity with lowering temperature.
I t is this latter fact which indicates very strongly th at the mechanism responsible for these extra spots must be the temperature movement of the atoms in the crystal, as considered in Debye's paper. There exist a number of publications (Brillouin 1922; Faxen 1923; Waller 1923 Waller , 1928 Waller and James 1927; James, Waller and H artree 1928; Jauncey and Harvey 1931; Woo 1932; O tt 1935; Manguin and Laval 1939; Zachariasen 1940) which contain corrections and improvements of Debye's theory; some of them (Fax6n, Waller, Zachariasen) derive the existence of maxima in the scattered radiation. Ram an rejects these theories as inconsistent with his observations (although he uses a formula identical with th a t of Fax6n, for representing the extra spots of diamond) and suggests another hypothesis, namely, th a t the extra spots are due to a modulation of the lattice vibra tions excited by the transfer of energy of momentum from the incident X-rays to the crystal. A third type of explanation, first suggested by Preston (i939)>was recently"developed by Sir William Bragg (1940) into a definite formula which represents the position of the extra spots for KC1 fairly well. The assumption is th a t small groups of atoms produce their own diffraction patterns, apart from theL aue spots due to the crystal as a whole; a group of eight particles in the corners of a cube lead to the successful formula.
None of these theories seemed to us completely satisfactory. To begin with the last one (Preston-Bragg), the assumption of very small groups of particles scattering independently from the rest is hardly reconcilable with other well-established knowledge about crystal lattices. Further, KC1 is face-centred cubic, and neither the first neighbours (of the other kind) nor the second neighbours (of the same kind) form a cube. Lastly, the strong dependency of the intensity of the spots on tem perature cannot be explained by such a simple model. Nevertheless, Bragg's formula for the position of the spots seems to fit the observations so well th a t one would expect it to be the result of a more satisfactory theory based on the tem perature movement. I t is one of our aims to show th a t this is the case.
Concerning R am an's hypothesis, the only possible interpretation seems to be th a t the extra spots are due to an ordinary Ram an effect enhanced by interference. Ram an scattering has already been considered in the paper of Ott, quoted above, where it is shown th a t it has no observable effect. As this theory is very complicated, we have reconsidered the question from the standpoint of Placzek's (1934) quasi-classical theory and found th a t the change of polarizability due to atomic vibrations gives additional term s to the direct vibrational (Debye) effect, bu t with a small intensity, namely, in the ratio of Ram an scattering to Rayleigh scattering (or of the square of the ratio of total polarizability to its alteration induced by the therm al vibrations). I t is a secondary effect hardly observable. We have also con sidered the effect of electronic excitation waves (Ehrenfest 1929; Frenkel 1931; Peierls 1932) on scattering and found it much too small.
There remains only the vibrational theory. In spite of the considerable num ber of publications devoted to it, we have reconsidered the problem because none of them reveals clearly the simple fundam ental character of the 'background' scattering, the m axima of which are observed as 'extra spots The m ajority of the publications are repetitions of Debye's classical treatm ent with some modifications and improvements. A few (Waller, Ott) are careful quantum-mechanical investigations, but not suitable for the discussion of the present problem because of too general assumptions and consequently too great complication. O tt considers simultaneously elec tronic and atomic excitation levels; b u t it is well known from Placzek's theory of the Ram an effect (quoted above) th a t this is not necessary even in the optical region, and of course even less so in the X -ray region where the photons are extremely large compared with the acoustical quanta. For the purpose of describing the influence of therm al motion on scattering, one can replace the electronic action by a simple factor; bu t one has to use quantum mechanics for the calculation of the influence of the vibrations for obtaining the dependence on tem perature in the correct form.
We shall derive the law of scattering for any atomic system with a degree of accuracy sufficient for our purpose, and apply it to the case of an arbi trary crystal lattice. The expression for the background scattering is then simplified for cubic lattices of the Bravais type. Debye's approxim ation of the lattice vibrations by the spectrum of a continuous medium is of little use for the background scattering, as it depends explicitly on the real acoustical spectrum, the frequency being a periodic function of the wave numbers. For sake of simplification, we neglect the vector character of the elastic waves and assume th a t the interatomic forces are acting only between first neighbours. In this way, we obtain a scattering law which represents the position of the maxima by a formula similar to th a t of Bragg, but gives also the dependence on tem perature. In the vicinity of the Laue spots the position, shape and intensity of the extra spots can be described with the help of developments with respect to powers of the angular deviation of the crystal from its Laue position. In the present paper we give only the lowest terms of developments; in this approximation the in tensity of the maxima turns out to change in a symmetric way if the spots are moved through the Laue spot by rotating the crystal. Experimentally a distinct asymmetry of intensity is observed. Therefore, the next approxi m ation m ust be calculated. This and other improvements will be treated in a following publication. where A is the wave-length which is assumed to be practically unchanged by the scattering. Nevertheless, the small changes of frequency due to the interaction of the light wave with the atom cannot be completely neglected, as they are responsible for the incoherence of the different components. We distinguish the different quantum states of the atomic vibrations by a quantum number n which stands symbolically for a whole set of quantum numbers to be defined presently. The system has, on account of the therm al motion, a certain probability Wn to be in the state n. Under the action of the incident light wave it makes transitions to all possible other states n' (lower and higher ones as well) emitting a radiation, the intensity of which is proportional | JK(n, n') |2, where J ( is the electric moment. This depends on the amplitude of the incident wave, properly retarded; for a crystal, small compared with the distance r to the observer, we can write, following Placzek, k omitting all effects of the vector character of the light wave. < xk is the polarizability of the atom Jc which is in general a function of the positions r k and displacements u k of the other atoms. We assume it independent of the u k, which means neglecting the Ram an effect. ak can be calculated with the help of the well-known dispersion formula of quantum theory where it is expressed in terms of the energy states and m atrix elements of the polarizabilities of the atoms. We assume this calculation as performed and write a & = <*o where a 0 is the polarizability due to a free electron and f k the atomic scattering factor. I f we define / = 2/fce<(K-K'),(r*+u*>,
and denote by Jthe incident intensity, the scattered intensity for the transition n^-n ' can be w ritten •'.CM/(» ,» ') I*.
(1-3)
where/(w, u f) is the m atrix element of / for this transition and <" > is the scattering power of a free electron (Thomson factor). All these induced emissions correspond to slightly different frequencies o)±o)(n,n') and are therefore incoherent. We neglect o)(n,n') as small compared with the X -ray frequency o)\ b u t we take account of the in coherency by forming the total intensity
We describe the quantum state of the vibrating system with the help of normal co-ordinates introduced by the linear transform ation
where e{ is the vector belonging to the proper frequency < j)p normalized in such a way th a t = 2 ■ ^tc'y = Ê
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The Ham iltonian becomes
• a r -i 2 ( r f + « < « ) ; i
where Pj is the conjugate momentum to The wave function of the whole system is a product of (normalized) wave functions of the oscillator £) = f i n t , £i) t i n * £a) ...,
(1-9) the number of factors being 3 N -6 (for N >2)\ the symbol n re set of single quantum numbers nv n2, ..., describing the states of the independent oscillators.
Since the t are real (Hermitean functions), we have
the diagonal element of the m atrix | / |2, and (1*5) becomes
We introduce the in (1*2) and obtain
The intensity (1*11) now becomes
Most of the previous papers (quoted in the Introduction) treat this integral by developing the exponential function in a power series This fact prohibits the application of such an approximation method to crystals, for the frequencies of the acoustic branch approach zero for long waves. I t is therefore unavoidable to evaluate the integral correctly, and this has been done by Ott; a new derivation is given in the Appendix. In order to apply O tt's formula, we write (1*15)
according to (A. 11). Hence we obtain
The tem perature function appearing here (and in the following sections) is directly related to the averaged energy of the linear oscillator:
The formula (1*16) represents correctly the tem perature influence on the scattering of molecules. Although this problem is interesting by itself, we shall not enter into a discussion here, but proceed to the treatm ent of crystals. One rem ark only has to be made. The centre of the system m ust be considered as fixed so th a t zero vibrations (translations) are excluded. This is physically evident and necessary in order to avoid infinite terms in 
kl .xy. .xy.
.yx.
(2-3)
since ^2 must vanish for equal displacements of all particles. The equations for small vibrations 
The characteristic equation of (2-6) determines the proper frequencies (Oj(q). The e{(q) are normalized according to
Then (2-2) goes over in^2
( 2*8)
(2-9) ( 2-10)
The complex variables are not ordinary normal co-ordinates to which wave mechanics can be applied. They are not quite independent; for as (2'3) and (2-7) show, one has In order to obtain real and independent normal co-ordinates, we split L in real and imaginary parts, adding a factor 1/^/2:
£M) = ^{yMj+iQq)}-(2-14)
From (2*12) one has
% ( -? ) » % ( ? ) > « -* > --« * > • ^15)
Now we can choose the r/^q), ^(q) arbitrary for just half of the points of the total fundamental domain, -n^q a^n < /ca < hn )> ^or instance
The total number of independent co-ordinates %(g), ^(q) is then again nz = N for each branch j ,as (2-10) goes over in
where the accent a t the summation sign means th a t the sum is to be extended over half the g-space, as defined by (2*16).
The pair of variables tfjiq), £j(q) is degenerate; bu t as we are not interested in the removal of this degeneracy by higher approximations, we need not pay attention to it and can form the total wave function as a product
?,(«)) %(%(?). &<«)). <2 -18>
fa where n^q) and n^q) are independent quantum numbers and the accent a t the product has the same meaning as a t the sum above in (2-17): restriction to half the g-space (2*16).
We form now the function/ , (1-2), for the crystal; it can be written
or, introducing the normal co-ordinates (2-9) and using the abbreviations We have now to replace the complex normal co-ordinates by the real ones, Vj(q), Q q), as defined by (2-14). As these are only independent for half the ?-space, as for instance defined by (2-16), we m ust replace the product n in ( (2-27)
We can now form the weighted average of the (diagonal) m atrix element of each factor independently with the help of O tt's formula (see Appendix). If we add the omitted indices, we obtain
J-J'
h coth f iA q ) a " (2*28)
or, restoring the omitted indices
Now this is a real and even function of q. We can therefore extend the product in (2*28) over the whole g-space if we add a factor \ in the exponent. Hence our product becomes 
Substituting (2-28), we obtain where
The product (2*30) becomes Now the quantities ^ can be considered as small; the correct order of magnitude will be determined later, and here the remark may suffice th at as is proportional to A-1, the °U are proportional to Asmall for sufficiently soft X-rays.
Hence we develop the last factor and obtain for the double sum over l, The tem perature influences the scattering in two rather different ways: it changes the atomic structure factor f k into and it produces a co background of the Laue spots.
We introduce now dimensionless quantities. We have
Ojr
Let o)0 be the maximum frequency of the vibrational spectrum, and The validity of our calculation depends on the question whether the development (2*36) is admissible, and this again on the question whether &kk'' ^kk' are small. (2*46) shows th a t this is the case if is high (hard material), A is large (soft X-rays) and the fik are large (heavy atom s); further more if coth [0ITWf(Q)1fWj(Q) is small. The latter condition excludes the immediate neighbourhood of a Laue spot ( = 2nKa, w(Q) = 0) and very high temperatures (0 / T 4 1). I f these conditions are not satisfied, higher terms of the development must be considered.
We wish here to emphasize the importance of the observation of the back ground scattering as it depends explicitly on the elastic frequency spectrum {e{(q), (i)j{q)}. All other properties of crystals which depend on tem perature, as, for instance, specific heat, therm al expansion, etc., are integrals over this spectrum and are therefore very little sensitive to the more delicate features of it; to this class of quantities belongs also the exponent % of the modified structure factor. Ju st as the Laue scattering allows to determine the geometry of the lattice, the background scattering supplies in principle the means to check the dynamical theory of lattice vibrations. While for the integral properties Debye's approximation is sufficient for all bu t the most accurate measurements, it is useless for the explanation of the background effect; for it consists in replacing the periodic functions by the aperiodic c q,a process by which the most essential feature of the effect, its appearance in the neighbourhood of each Laue spot, is destroyed. We have therefore to look out for different methods in order to simplify and discuss the general formulae. This will be done in the following section.
Here we add a few remarks about the exponent °Uk. As it is an integral, one can use the Debye approximation for the three acoustical branches. Let us consider a cubic lattice and assume th a t no optical branches exist (simple lattice), then the index k can be dropped and j = 1,2,3 only. We replace the three frequencies ojj(q) by one mean quantity cq (c mean velocity of sound).
From ( 0(x) is the function tabulated by Debye. We have w ritten (2-51) in such a form th a t it can readily be compared with Debye's formula (56"), p. 83 of his paper quoted above. -coincides completely with Debye's exponent M ; but as the intensity depends on the products of the form factors gk, the effect of one kind of particles is given by / 2 = g2e~2®; hence our exponent is in fact 2 M .The absence of this factor 2 is a mistake in Debye's paper, due to a wrong definition of the normal co-ordinates, and was corrected by Waller (1928) . The agreement of our result with th a t of Waller is a check on the computations.
B a c k g r o u n d sc a t te r in g fo r c u bic B r a v a is la t tic e s
We apply our general formulae to the three Bravais types of cubic lattices (s sim ple,/face centred, b body centred). I t is well known th a t there exists a cell for each of these which contains one particle only. Hence all sums over k can be omitted. For further simplification we replace the three branches of elastic vector waves approximately by one scalar wave; then the tensor (2*47) has to be replaced by the scalar The three quantities Qx, Q2, Q3 become rectangular compone vector
The frequency is a periodic function of the given by, say,
as (i) must vanish for qa = 0 (translations), we have
and we can therefore write < o2(q) = 2 2 sin2 .
We introduce now the last simphfication th at only the first neighbours contribute appreciably to (3-10). Then we have The function (2/3 w )c oth (£w) is monotonously decreasing. Hence there is a maximum of intensity where w(Q) has a minimum or a maximum. f(Q) has absolute maxima of magnitude 1 a t the Laue spots
TKa (Ka integer).
(3-13)
For a given direction of the incident beam these three conditions can only be satisfied for certain positions of the crystal. B ut if this position is changed the intensity distribution J B will still have maxima given by the maxima of f(Q),and it is these which we suggest to represent the extra spots. We take the direction of the incident beam as aj-axis, s( 1,0,0), and assume the crystal rotating around the y-axis, coinciding with its a 2 vector, through an angle 0; then I f these expressions are substituted in (3-126), one has precisely Bragg's formula mentioned in the Introduction; indeed, the first neighbours in a body-centred lattice form a cube. Bragg has shown by numerical calcula tions th a t this function of rj, £ (being given by (3-16)), which he takes to be the intensity itself, has maxima which coincide fairly well with the observed spots for KC1. We shall not follow this direct but cumbersome way but develop a method for describing the position, shape and intensity of the spots by analytical development valid in the vicinity of a Laue spot. and / can be written in the form
We shall perform the calculations with the degree of accuracy of the terms written out. We shall verify th at we have to do with a maximum which, according to (4*9), moves through the Laue spot ($ = 0) if the crystal is rotated. This is exactly what the observations of the extra spots show.
We have now to calculate the derivatives (4*7).
Since ( into the r j -a xis, th at is, the meridian passing through the Laue spot. The displacement of the maximum against the Laue spot can be better described by using polar co-ordinates. If we'put Vk = Pk cos c c k, I f we consider a set of Laue spots on a circle around the incident beam (pK = const.), the displacement vector describes also a circle with radius \p^<j) and double 'angular velocity', the centre of which is displaced by b u t fiK is extremely small for small p K (of the 4th order). Although the quantities f], £, which are the co-ordinates in a plane normal to the Laue ray, are the natural variables for this problem, there are other quantities used in the literature. One obtains a simple law for the angle x between the Laue ray (£* >Vk>Zk) an(^ the extra ray (£* + Co> Vk + Vo> C* * As the square sums of these two sets of direction cosines are both equal to unity, one obtains little information about the physical mechanism; it is furthermore in complete and has to be supplemented by another formula expressing the azimuthal displacement, such as (4-24). The physical assumptions are contained in our expression for the intensity of the scattered light. The total intensity of a spot is obtained by integrating the expression (3-2) over all tj, £. B ut one has to remember th a t this expression (3-2) holds only for directions of the scattered beam which are not too'near to th a t of a Laue spot. Therefore the following formulae are valid only, if the centre of the spot has a certain minimum distance from the Laue spot, oi<j>> ^mln-; on the other hand, our geometrical formulae hold only for small < f> , th a t is for (f) < 0max,. The following formulae hold therefore only in a limited region 0mm. < 0 < 0max.; the lower limit is given by the condition th a t the total intensity of the extra spot is still smaller than th a t of the Laue spot, and the upper limit by the condition th a t the relative change of the frequency
The area of an ellipse of constant w is
The formula shows the dependence on tem perature (which besides from explicit appearance is also contained in 2 = e-a^z1 ), where °U{T) is approxi mately given by (2-51)). The formula shows moreover how the total intensity of the extra spot depends on wave-length A, atomic weight ft, atomic dis tance a, characteristic tem perature 0 position o to the axis of rotation and the angle of rotation <p. All these predictions of the theory ought to be compared with the ex periments, apart from the positions of the spot. We have not sufficient hence the total intensity of an extra spot where \fB is given by (3-2), (3-3), so th a t m aterial to do this ourselves, and we hope th a t the experimentalists will do it. There is, however, one conspicuous feature of the observations which the theory in the present stage of approximation fails to account for, namely, the asymmetry of intensity produced by the rotation of the crystal. As our formulae are even in £, and $ they predict a symmetric behaviour of the spots on both sides of the axis of rotation and for rotations on opposite directions. Therefore, it is necessary to develop the next approximation with respect to ft. This and other improvements will be made in a following paper.
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We prove the formula of O tt used several times in the tex t by a method which is much simpler as the analytical calculations of O tt himself, namely with the help of Dirac's density m atrix. Let ^r1(^), ^2(£)> ••• any ortho gonal normalized complete system of functions; let us denote the Ham il tonian of any system by k (oM*(p, q) , where ho) is a constant dimensionless. Then the density m atrix is This is O tt's formula which can also be written in terms of the mean oscillator energy m ean(e^) = e = ^ ^ f V (A. 12)
